PRESS RELEASE on November 23, 2013

To realize the event it was necessary a great scientific organisation. The European Center of Bioethics and Quality of Life and the UNESCO Chair in Bioethics Italian Unit in Saint Vincent, Valle d’Aosta, were of fundamental support.

The very successful IX UNESCO Chair in Bioethics World Conference in Naples lasted three days and now is over. It was the greatest UNESCO world event about Bioethics: 1400 participants, 800 speakers from 66 countries of all 5 continents. It was necessary a big scientific organisation to realize it. The European Center of Bioethics and Quality of Life, in Saint Vincent, Valle d’Aosta, was of fundamental support. The Director of the Center and Vice-President of the Conference Dr Mirka Vasinova took a gratifying stock of the event: Bioethics starts a new life, capable to achieve new sensitiveness and agreement, not only in medical field but involving jurisprudence and even ecology (called eco-bioethics). Among moral values we consider of main importance the dialogue and the permanent education of new generations.

“In our communities- said Dr Vasinova, Head of UNESCO Chair in Bioethics Italian Unit- we will be considered the promoters of a real moral revolution.”
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